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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE RECOGNITION OF CERTAIN 
SIGNALS EMBEDDED IN NOISE
By Nelson Wax
Io Introduction
This report Is a summary of various studies which have been made in 
the last few months on the recognition of certain signals when they 
are embedded in noise« The main functions of these studies has 
been to familiarize some members of C«S«L« with the problems of 
signal detection, and in particular with various criteria used in 
making a decision that a signal is present or absent«
The recognition of a signal in a background of noise is de*» 
pendent not only on the nature of the signal and of the noise, but 
also on the criteria which are used for deciding whether a signal 
is present, or absent« The signals and the associated noise are 
defined explicitly in the following paragraphs« Various detectability 
criteria are discussed in a general way in the remainder of this 
section; their analytical consequences are exhibited in detail in 
the next section«
Attention is confined In this report to the recognition of 
pulsed radar signals in a nwhite” noise background. The assumption 
that the noise In the output of the first detector of a radar receiver 
may be described by a Gaussian probability distribution for the
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* instantaneous amplitudes, and a constant power spectrum, as a function 
of frequency, seems to be a reasonable one to make 0 It has the fur«
*• See Laitfson and Uhlenbeek, ^Threshold Signals” M.I.T© Radiation 
Laboratory Series, Vol© 2lj., McGraw-Hillo
the advantage of mathematical convenience©
Any received signal of a pulsed radar may bo represented by a set 
of pulse trains© If the instantaneous amplitude and phase distributions 
of these pulse trains were known, then the signal would be specified 
completely© Most methods of detection ignore the instantaneous phases 
of the pulse trains, and further, respond to some mean value of the 
absolute values of the instantaneous amplitudes over an interval of time 
i©e© they are, in effect, envelope detectors© At least one method, 
ncoherent integration”^ has been developed which uses the instantaneous
2 Lawson and Uhlenbeek, op0 cit©
phases in the process of detection, with a considerable gain in 
sensitivity© The major disadvantage of coherent integration seems to 
be the complexity of the necessary equipment© Despite the feasi® 
bility, and advantages of coherent integration, the performance of 
a conventional radar receiver will be Investigated} the receiver is 
to contain a local oscillator, a first detector (a mixer), an i©f© 
strip, a second detector, and a video strip© The radar signal will 
be approximated by a periodic function of time, whose period is the 
pulse repetition period © The major point to be discussed is, then©
This assumption implies that attention is confined to fixed targets^ 
The detection of moving targets poses more complicated proDiems than 
those considered here, since one has to either ”search” in frequency 
or else make arrangements for any frequency to give an indication©
3©
the functions which the second detector and the video strip should 
perform in order that detection of a signal in noise be "best"©
A It has long been recognized that the detection of a signal 
embedded in noise presents a statistical problem, and, therefore, 
one cannot say with certainty when a signal is present or absent«
The best that can be done is to maximize some probability by an 
appropriate choice of the way in which a decision is made«
The decision that a signal is, or is not present, can be in 
error in only one of two ways© A signal can be judged to be pre­
sent, when it is in fact absent, or absent when it is truly present© 
The first kind of error will be termed a nfalse alarm”, the second, 
a ”miss”«
The ”best” methods used for deciding on the presence or absence 
of a signal are critically dependent on the relative importance 
assigned to ”false alarm”, or "misses”© For example, If one were 
not penalized for false alarms and penalized heavily for "misses” 
then the best way of detecting a signal in noise would be to assert, 
always, that a signal was present© Similarly, If a premium were put 
on guessing the absence of a signal, and no rewards offered for 
guessing the presence of a signal, then the most profitable pro­
cedure would be to announce on all occasions that no signals were 
there o
The distinction between "misses” and "false alarms” as sources 
of error has been recognized for at least 25 years^, and techniques
3 See H© Cramefs "Mathematical Methods of Statistics" Princeton 
University Press0
¿J-O
for making the nbestn choice have been developed under certain con­
ditions© These will be mentioned in the next section. More recently, 
methods have been devised for treating cases where the relative 
weights of the "false alarms” and "misses" are fixed, but arbitrary*©
^ See A® Wald "Statistical Decision Functions" John Wiley
It is believed that these newer methods should be investigated in 
a comprehensive treatment of the problem of detection of signals in 
noise© They are not considered here0
One final point should be mentioned? The & priori probability 
for the presence of a signal may be known© If it is, then the "best" 
criterion for detectability will in general differ from the "best" 
criterion when it is not known, as is shown below©
II The Detection of Independent Samples of Signal in Noise
A further Idealization of the problem of detecting a radar 
signal embedded in noise Is made here© Suppose that the envelope 
of the periodic function of time, which has been taken as an approx­
imation to the radar signal, is sampled at a set of discrete intervals
of time© with the time interval between successive samples chosen as
UAVV
the pulse repetition period, the samples being chosen as the maxima
( jl/xc/v, ) ^
of the envelope during different pulse periods© It is assumed that 
these n samples are statistically independent, i.e© that there is no
i ' —  .... ..... i— <«mnT ~iin~—  ti iinn11 ■
0
correlation between the sample value at one time, and the sample values
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at adjacent sampling points, but that all n samples are representatives 
of signal plus noise* or all n are representative of the noise® The 
n samples are the experimental data on which the decision that a 
signal is present* or absent* is based®
As was mentioned in the introduction* a distinction should be 
drawn between cases where the a priori probability for the presence 
of a signal is and is not known®
A® Signal probability knox-jn « Theory of the Ideal Observer
The signal, thus far* has only been specified to the extent 
that it is a periodic function of time® Let it be further assumed 
that A is the given amplitude of the signal (phase information is 
discarded in this fomulation), and p0 be the known probability that 
the signal is present (for all n of these samples)0
It is not known whether the n samples are representatives 
of signal plus noise, or of noise alone; one wishes to find the 
"best” method for making a decision®
One formulation is given by the Theory of the Ideal Observer**
+ Lawson and Uhlenbeck p® l67o
as followso If the signal is present* then the n observations are 
observations of signal plus noise for which the conditional probability 
density distribution is known, iee® if r^ ••© rn are the observed 
amplitudes* then p(S + Nj r^* «••* r^) « p(S + N j r^) ••• p(S + N jrn)++
++ By virtue of the independence assumption®
6e
is the conditional probability density distribution, uhere S + N 
indicates the presence of a signal plus noise«, If no signal is 
present, then
is the conditional probability density distribution for the noise 
aloneo
point, with coordinates (rj,, ...» rn), in an n dimensional obser® 
vation space, A criterion for making a decision is some division 
of the n dimensional observation space into two regions (n dimen® 
sional volumes) one volume representing the presence of a signal, the 
"on” region, and the other the absence of a signal, the "off" region©
regions© Note two features of Eq© (2,1) that were mentioned in the 
introduction: the a priori probability for the presence of a signal
appears explicity and the total probability of being right is the 
sum of the probabilities of guessing correctly when the signal is, 
and is not present© Thus "misses" and "false alarms" are given equal 
weight in this formulation©
p(N j vl9 • rn ) * p(N j rx) ,©o p(N | rn ), oo o
A set of n observations can be represented as a single
Let P be the probability of making the correct decision,
then
JoftJ ' I
where the integrations are taken over the respective "on" and "off"
7o
The probability of making a correct decision will be a
maximum if :
+ See Lawson and Uhlenbeck where p0 * l/2. The argument is the same for arbitrary pQO
p(S + N j r^) 
pTTT| rJJ~~ 3- - PpPo
(2.2)
It is in the sense of making a decision with the maximum probability 
of guessing correctly that Eq0 (2.2) is the "best” criterion*?
Wald calls Eq. (2.2) a ”Bayes solution«,”
Eq© (202) can be applied directly to the probability 
distributions for the envelope in the l©f<> strip of a radar receiver, 
One has
p(S + N j Vi) * Vjexp £ - Vi2 2J Io (c* v p ,  (2o3)
where reduced variables v^ = r^/root mean square noise amplitude, 
and oC * A/r0m.s© noise amplitude© When cx Eq. (2.3) reduces
to the case of noise alone, namely
p(H | yi) = Vi exp [- Vi2/¿J (201+)
One obtains, on substituting Eqs. (2,3) end (2.10 into Eq. (2.2)
. -5^ 2/^ -rr- *o l<* vx) = i -
or
i * i
-TT I0 tMVi) - y • 
1 = 1
Po
p0. * # (2.5)J
(2.6)
or
i * 1 log I (oc Vi) = log y + a'K2/ 2 (2.7)
8Now when the argument of the Bessel function is small, one has
X_ (<*; Vi) = 1 + oc2 V!2 + ... (2.8)
and
log IQ (oc Vi) * + o *
The use of Eqs* (2*9) and (2© 7) yields
n
* j L  ^  vj = log # + n
(2*9)
(2010)
i=l
or
i t  V? - 2n = 4 ¿ 2S.& —  (2.11)
1=1 <£■ 2
It follows, from Eq© (2*11), that the surface in observation 
space which divides the noffl! region from the ”on” region is the surface 
of a sphere of radius 2 ^ 2(n + 2 log 5f/o? 2 )1//2o Points within this 
sphere are taken to represent noise alone, those exterior to this 
sphere, signal plus noise©
If oc Vi >> 1, then
i0 ( < * v i ) ^ £ ! L  (2*12)
* 2 ^ v i
and log I0 (c/iVj[) ^  v* « l/2 log (21? ^ v ^ )  s «cv^* (2©13)
Substituting (2*13) into (2*7)* one obtains 
n
v4 « + log (20 3i|)
i=l
Eq0 (2« 11), or some similar equation, has been used to 
justify the statement that the best possible second detector is a 
square law detector or energy integrator, inhere as Eq* (2<>llj.) has been
9©
used to substantiate th© assertion that an amplitude integrator is 
the best possible second detector© As can be seen from the above 
development, both statements are true, under suitable qualifications© 
The choice of bias level, or, alternatively, the choice 
of surface which separates the "off" from the "on" region in obser­
vation space, determines the rates at which ”false alarms” and "misses” 
occur© Thus, if 19 is the bias level, and if the detectability 
criterion
n
Vi2 » + lk.3-.2g ■  (2.1$)
1=1 <  2
is used, the false alarm rate will be greater, and the miss rate less 
than when^i 85 2n + , whereas the false alarm rate would be
less, and the miss rate greater than that determined by Eq© (2<,11)
if K % 2a + it^2|JL,e 'l ,
It should be remarked, in concluding this section, that 
P, as given by Eq« (2©1), or ?max# the value of P when the ”off” and 
”on" regions are determined by Eq© (2«2), has not boon evaluated, 
although it can be calculated© Furthermore, if p0, cC and the bias 
level are known, then the probability of committing an error, whether 
It be a ”miss” or a "false alarm” Is determined completely«,
B© lo Signal probability unknown «* signal to noise ratio known0 
All of the assumptions made in section A, save for the one 
that p0 is known, are token to hold here0
It is a common procedure to reduce this case to the 
previous one by making some (usually tacit) assumption concerning 
the apriori probability, p0© Such a procedure has often been
XOo
criticized severely as being untenable logic allyj it is the author9 s 
opinion that these criticisms are correct0
Given n observations of the envelope of a signal with known ampli­
tude, plus noise, or of noise alone® The apriori probability for 
the occurence of a signal is unknown, but the conditional probabil­
ities are known® In x^hat way can these n observations be used to 
decide whether a signal is present, or absent?
* Aside from the intuitive notion that this (and the similar maximum 
likelihood method to be discussed in the next section) is a reason­
able criterion, there are various arguments which have been used 
to justify such a test as Mbest” ® See Cramer and Waldo
If one uses the ratio of the conditional joint probability densities of 
signal plus noise amplitude and of noise amplitude alone, which is 
called the likelihood ratio, then the likelihood ratio test takes 
the form
where h is some arbitrarily chosen constant,'» 1® If the observations
rn satisfy the relation (2«l6) then they are taken to be samples 
of signal plus noise, otherwise not® Hote the formal similarity to 
Eq® (2®2)® As before, one obtains the criterion
The situation to be studied now, can be described thusly®
One criterion which can be used is the likelihood ratio test+0
( 2® 16)
n
tr-i*i
7\ e (2® 17)
and equations just like Eqs0 (2011) and (2ollj.), with ^  replaced 
by A o
It should be emphasized that while the likelihood ratio 
test and the Ideal Observer Theory yield analytical results which are 
formally identical, there is a conceptual difference between the two 
criteria© The constant A» chosen arbitrarily. Is a measure of the 
ndegree of significance1* which the observations must satisfy before 
they can be considered to be samples containing a signal, whereas ^  
is a known quantity© Furthermore the probability of a nfalse alarm”, 
and of a ”miss” are separately determinate in the Ideal Observer 
Theory, while the error probability remains unknowable, even when 
A  is fixed, in the likelihood ratio theory© The choice of A does 
however, fix the ratio of ”false alaim” to ”miss” probabilities© The 
other remarks made in the previous section concerning the role of the 
bias l e v e l , c a n  be taken over In toto for A  , except that the 
ratio of ”false alarm” to ”mlss” rates Is set with a choice of A o
B© 2© Signal probability unknown » signal to noise ratio unknown 
In detecting a radar target one often knows neither the 
probability of occurence of the target nor the probability density 
distribution of amplitude of the received signalo This poses an 
additional complication not present in the previous discussions, and 
involves making an estimate of the signal amplitude before a decision 
concerning the presence or absence of a signal is reached©
The functional foxm of the conditional joint probability 
density of signal plus noise amplitude is assumed to be known; the
12 o
ratio of signal amplitude to r»m0s0 noise amplitude is an unknown 
parameter© Otherwise, the assumptions are the same as in B©10 The 
method to be described is known as the method of maximum likelihood©
let L(S + H, rla — , rn ) = p(S + N, x i ) ---p(S + N, rn )
or
L(s< , v1# — , vn ) = »  Vi exp j -Vj2 + « 2 1 Iolei.Vj.), (2.18)
1=1 L —  ------J
in particular, where L is the likelihood function©
Note that when the observed values of r^, rn (i©e© 
vi, —  Vn) ore substituted into L («< ,v^, vn ) the likelihood
is a function of the single unknown parameter ©Co Of the various choices 
that can be made for , one (or perhaps more) will make L a maximum© 
Let this (assuming just one) be denoted byo^«*j it can be obtained 
from the equation
A1Q&JL * o, (2©19)
d oC
since log L is strictly increasing with L©
If Eq, (2.18) is substituted In Eq© (2©19) one obtains 
n
log I0 (pcv^ ® n o C ® 0  (2©20)
i®i A «»c
Since
,A-- log I0 (^Vi) - II (oc VJ.) v (2.21)
Io (oi Til
one obtains &  # as a root of the equation
» l/a '2  Ii(<* vi) V4 „ , 0
1=1 ¿if c 'vi)' 1 (2*22)
13©
Eqe (2022) can bo put in a more convenient form for small arguments, 
oC v^o One has
I;l(x ) * X
0 1 *  h r
and
Io(x) = 1 + T~~
+ ««
One obtains, therefore
Il(x) a X (1 - 4r- + ^6
T ^ x T  ^  ^
On substituting Eq. (2.23) into Eq. (2.22) one has, for<< * 0,
(2.23)
1nr JL Ti2 fl - ^ 21=1 L - )
« 1, (2o2l4.)
or
oC *2 8 2ri (2.25)
1 .  ^
1=1 1
In order that^**, as determined by Eq« (2« 25), be real
it is necessary that *> v*^ 2n0 Again this result is similar
i=l v
in f o m  to those obtained in sections A, and Bo 1«
Eq0 (2025), or a root of Eq* (2022), yields an estimate 
oC *9 of OC , namely the value of which makes L a maximutto One 
can now use some criterion which allows one to accept or reject 
«x»-, rn as a set of samples of signal and noise©
One criterion for the acceptance of r^, , x*n as a set
of samples of signal in noise may be formulated as
(2e26)
1 lu
where 0 is some arbitrarily chosen constant0 Condition (2« 26) 
takes the form
n . n ,
2 L  vj2 « 2n 7/ c (2*27)1=1 " 1=1
if Eq© (2©2$) is used} o is a constant ( =✓** 1/8).
Another criterion makes use of the likelihood ratio testo 
One requires that
■L j-* riJZl»_£ai >, ^  x (2028)
rnt'ToV *i
where ->* is some arbitrarily chosen constant» Condition (2028) 
becomes, following condition (2» 17)$ „
n
•ÏÏ- I0 (oc* V i ) ^ !  6
Is»!
ncC#
~ T T
(2029)
Upon some reduction* this may be written as
n
v f - 2 n
O ' *
n
log *  1 S  vj/ (2 .30)
1=1 - J '' " If 1=1
Note that the conditions (2.26) and (2028)* or their more 
specialized forms (2»27) and (2©30), are not equivalent exactly©
III The Detection of Correlated Samples of Signal and Noise
The problems treated in II are somewhat artificial ideallza« 
tions of the situations met with In practice© The "sample" was chosen 
to be the maximum value of the envelope during a pulse and this sample 
was taken as the only datum© In effect this approach ignores the
other possible measurements which could be made on a received pulse© 
The received pulse contains additional information concerning the 
presence or absence of a signal within the noise, other than its 
maximum value, and it is this additional Information which one 
wishes to exploit©
Let f(t) represent the envelope of the received pulse in 
the i©f© strip of the receiver} It is a continuous function of time 
in the interval o LX ¿T, where X  is the pulse length© One can 
obtain, in addition to max0 f(t), which has been discussed, other 
values for f(t), and if these samples form a discrete set, which 
are independent, taen the previous treatment remains essentially 
unchanged© The major consequence of using additional statistically 
Independent sample«; is that the probability of making a correct 
decision is increased, because one bases a decision on a larger 
number of samples©
One migi fc argue that in any time interval, however short, 
an infinite numbei of samples of the envelope exist, and It Is 
possible, theref01 e, to use those samples to make the correct decision 
”with certainty” o Aside from any computational difficulties which 
might arise In processing these data there are at least two objec® 
tions to this pro] osal0 The first Is that the noise in the sampler 
sets an upper lim: t to the amplitude resolution of the samples©
The second, and m< re important consideration here, is that there 
exists an inheren ; upper bound to the resolution of f(t) in time,
which arises because of tho finite bandwidths of the i0f© and 
video strips© More precisely, if F(t), (any function of time) 
contains no frequencies higher than fc cycles/sec©, it is com« 
pletely determined by giving its values at a series of points 
spaced l/2 fQ seconds apart© Thus
F(t)
©o
-P* - oO H r ) sin TV (2fc t-J) . (3ol)--- Tf"(2Tc"'«if
where -? ” „»«» ^3, ®2, -1» 0, X, 2» 3» o Furthermore, if F(t) 
is a finite pulse train, as is f(t), then a finite set of samples 
are sufficient to specify it© Let 2"Tfc 88 where f0 is the upper
cut-off frequency of the i©f© strip, say then
f(t) * J L  r( J> \ sin TV (2fc t-J?)
^ =o / Tf l2f0 t~-V) (3.2)
It follows, from Eq„ (3*2), that if the accuracy of measurement of the 
samples is sufficiently high, it is pointless to obtain more than m  
samples of f(t)e
An important complication arises uhen samples are taken
^  ■" seconds apart© Thus far it has been assumed that the
samples were statistically independent, which was, essentially the
assumption of no noise correlation for successive samples© The noise,
in a circuit with upper cut-off frequency fc, is, however, correlated
\for a time-interval seconds© It becomes necessary, thereforeio
to consider the correlation between samples©
In treating the case of correlated samples, it is assumed 
that a set of n pulses is received, and that m  samples of each pulse 
are observed, the m  samples are correlated, but samples from different
D o
pulses are statistically independents Again, all m  n samples are 
samples of signal md noise, or of noise alone©
The conditional joint probability density distribution for the 
amplitude of the envelope of the m n samples of signal and noise may 
be written as
p(S + H|rl9 —  rm ; vmrl, —  — ;  rm )
p(s + H rl t ---,rm ) p(S + N jrm  lf — r2m) ---p(s + If rm(n-l) -T j:»---f >. mn*
(3o3)
since successive pulse samples are independent, and similarly for the 
noise alone,
p(Njri,,..,rm 5«.o} rraCn-l) +1 - " , r Km) * p(~j*1 *— #rm )— p(N|rm (n-l)+i»
—  w »
(3..U)
The criteria used in section II may fee applied directly to 
the above distributions© The development will be ^iven for m ** 2, 
using the method of maximum likelihood, and the likelihood ratio test0 
The most laborious part of the calculation, that of obtaining 
the probability distributions, is given in the appendix, for m = 20 
The results are, for m  ® 2,
p(b + ^i'^1^ «a«*«» U£j_— U2i* WM OU 53
X ^ p T T  U2i-1 U2 (A oi + p 2 -a ii + P ^ 2 i  +
exp | + u2i + p 2 {1»2^  ^  + i>2 ) I (3« 5)
xdaere the new reduced variables u^ * gJ_ »& SSA/2W(1«*»^ 0 ^) have
2W(1~^*) 1
18 o
been used* the signal is assumed of the form A cos p is the
normalized correlation f u n c t i o n * * ^ * 2 i  polynomials 
in and and $ is a constant* defined in the apx->endiXo
Similarly
p(N jui u2>000’Umn-1* Umn} “ J T ^ W  i«l ^ i “1"21 L  ol + " ° ]
exp + 4 i  )] (3. «
The maximum likelihood estimate of ^  ^ is given as a root of
■^ 1 1 -  g 2 f ft « 2nfl(l-2/oÎ + * 2)
s ?  ■- ^  ^  -1 J  ' (3.Î)
^  _o__ l°sji+j
i-l d  ft L
or* assuming li |3 2 +
oi 1^' oiIT
+ -a *- 2i g  t  ¿.1, one may write
I T
J L / h l i  + 2 21 ft 2%) * n (1=2 Ï 2)
i - i t o “  il. oi ■ y  1
(3-8)
Letting
-1/ = i L  11 , and 2 J l. 21 - 'f one obtains
f i-i n  oi 1=1 a .  oi
g *2 x= n(l-2 ptt + if 2 ) - y 0
y i
(3.9)
Note that the relatively simple form, .Eq0 (2025) has to be replaced 
by the more complicated polynomial expressions of Eq® (3«9)# when 
correlation is taken into accounto
Again* the likelihood ratio test may be applied to the
estimate to test for significance«.
iq
One has
n
u G * » «  a li + (?) *4 2i exp 1 « ii=l L 1 IT" 1oi a oi L !
( 3 . 1 0 )
w h e r e g  is some arbitrarily chosen constant ^  1« Upon expansion, 
and to tho seme decree of approximation as in deriving Eq« (3*9), one
obtains the condition thaty# * should satisfy
(3 *2  f  B«a y .  x + y  o-n (l-2  x  2 ) j  >/ lo g y ti (3oll)
Al
APPENDIX
The calculation of the conditional joint probability distri­
butions for signal and noise, and noise alone, where successive 
samples are correlated, is given here, when two observations are 
made per pulse (m * 2), and these two observations are correlated«.
One starts with the expressions given in Lawson and Uhlenbeck, 
pp0 152-155© The instantaneous signal and noise in the i0f© strip 
may be written as
S(t) «* N(t) * X(t) cos 2tff± t + Y(t) sin 2 1T f±t (Al)
where fi is the i©f0 carrier frequency, and J
X(t) * a(t) + ^ ( t )
Y(t) » b(t) + 02{t), (A2)
where a(t) and b(t) describe the shape of the received pulse when a 
signal is present; and jbp are Fourier series representing the noise 
(see Eq© 10 p© 153 op« cit©)© It was assumed before only that a(t) 
and b(t) were periodic, with period the pulse repetition time© Now 
it will be assumed that b(t) ® 0, and a(t) a A cos ¿¿t, which will 
serve to simplify the calculations'*© The conditional joint probability
+ Those restrictions are not essential; they are made only for 
simplicity©
for observations at times t-^ , and t2, is then given by p(S + N Î X(t^), 
Y(tx), X(t2 ), Y(t2 )) « dX(tx ) d Y { t x) dX(t2) d Y(t2)
exp.
2W (1 « p 2 )
+ Y2(t2 ) «
li.1T2 W (1
. { (x(tx) - a(tx))2 + Y2«^) + (X(t2) -a(t2)2
2P^(X(ti) - a( tx ))(X( t2) - a(t2 )) 
+ Y(tj.) Y(t2 )
(A3)
A20
where p is the correlation function* and W the noise power® There 
is no loss in generality in taking t^ such that a(tx) = A, and a(t2) 33 
tf A* where ¡f is a constant ^  1®
Now let X(tx) - Pj. COS
Ylti) « rx sin Qlt>
X(t2 ) ~ r2 cos ©2® (/
Y(t2 ) * r2 sin ©2® (Ak)
The conditional joint probability distribution for the values r^ and 
r£ of the envelope is given by
P(S + H | ii* r2 ) drx dr2
p d)
¿Lib
s S ”* r _ j l2W(X ■ ( r(r^ cos 9, “ ky~ +p>
r^ sin^©-^ -Krgcos ** Y A}^ + r^ sin*-2 — s .^ 2q •» An« A. _ V A \ 2 a i
-2p(r, cos e1-A) (i>2oos 92~ if A) + r-jTg sin sin 92 I j d®x d92.
f*in
Let
(A5)
“ >**■ Then Eq. (A5) becomes
2W(1 - p
rX r2 dr2 m . expf ->-(r§ + if + A2(X +5 2^ 2 f  IT A 
2TT 2 ^
2T  2 <r r r  r
^  ^  exp |j» u ^2A(r^cos + )f r2Cos ©g) - 2 cos (©^
p(S + N |r^ r2 ) 
2fr
=A(r2 oos ©2 ^ 'if rl cos (A6)d©-j_d@2
A3
or, introducing a new notation for reduced variables ri
p T %
u 1p * p (b+N| u1#U2) » ulu2 exp
^  2 1 ^
(1«2 p Cf+ i 2) 
21T 2TT i ft
ul2 + u22 + |?
r
J  |i
?
| I f cos ®1 ^  u2 <J«
1 o' f  >  I i
-2 O  |u]_ ug cos 8]7®2 ”/3(u2 003 ®2 + y ux cos ®l)
. .2 i 1
dd2
(A7)
The case of greatest interest is when the signal to noise ratio is not 
largeo One can then expand the integrand in a power series, and 
integrate term by them. One obtains finally
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where 
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One has* therefore
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The density distribution for the noise alone is obtained by setting 
^  • Op i*6e
p(H | Uj^  Ug) a U1 u2
n
The general case (m arbitrary) proceeds along the same lines, 
but is even more involved since the correlation function is replaced by 
a correlation matrix© The calculation will not be given©
